A q-aryl linear code C is called a linear complementary dual (LCD) code if it meets its dual trivially. Binary LCD codes play a significant role for their advantage of low complexity for implementations against side-channel attacks. In this paper, we construct some LCD codes over 2 F by puncturing, shortening and extending. Then using some cyclic codes, we propose several series of optimal LCD codes with d=4, 5, 6, respectively.
Introduction

Let 2
n F be the n -dimensional row vector space over the binary field 2 F . A binary linear [ , ] n k code C is a k -dimensional subspace of 2 n F . The weight ( ) w x of x ∈ C is the number of its nonzero coordinates, if the minimum weight of nonzero codeword's in C is d, then C is denoted as 
Linear codes with Euclidean complementary dual and the characterization and properties have been studied in [3, 4] . These codes are interesting since they provide an optimal linear coding solution for two-user binary adder channel and reach the maximum decoding capability of adder channel [3] . Recently, it has been shown that these codes can be used to improve the security of the information processed by sensitive devices, especially against so-called side-channel attacks (SCA) and fault non-invasive attacks on embedded cryto-systems [8] . Ref. [9] proposes a linear programming bound on the largest size of an LCD code of given length and minimum distance. Ref. [10] proposes some bounds for LCD codes and some optimal LCD codes for 17 30 k n ≤ ≤ ≤ . This paper studies the constructions of binary LCD codes. In Section II, we give some preliminaries and notations on LCD codes. Section III will construct LCD [ , ] n k codes by traditional methods, such as puncturing, shortening and extending. In Section IV, using some cyclic codes, we derive some series of optimal LCD codes with d = 4, 5, 6, respectively. The last Section is the conclusion.
Preliminaries and Notations
Let 2 101 
M s is the matrix obtained by deleting the first 2 1 s − columns from the generator matrix k S of k -dimensional Simplex code, we call the code generated by ( ) 
Construction of LCD Codes by Traditional Methods
In this section, we construct optimal LCD [n,5] codes and present some LCD codes with good parameters. 1 
A Construction of [n,5] LCD codes
.These three matrices 5,n G generate optimal [n,5] LCD codes. Hence, the theorem holds. Next, we present some LCD codes by method of puncturing, shortening and extending. Using these LCD codes, we can complete a table for LCD codes with 1 3 0 k n ≤ ≤ ≤ , for details, please see [10] . We give the LCD codes as follows: [13] .
Remark 2: The superscript labels "P", "E" and "S" in the code represent the code is obtained by using the method puncturing, extending, shortening a given code and "M" stands for the code is from the Database in Magma
Optimal LCD Codes from Cyclic Codes
In this section, we will construct some optimal LCD codes with distance d=4, 5, 6 using some optimal cyclic codes.
A Construction of optimal LCD codes with d=4
To construct LCD codes with d=4, we first construct four cyclic codes with code length n=15, 31, 63, 127. Four kinds of optimal [n,n-5,4], [n,n-6,4], [n,n-7,4] and [n,n-8,4] LCD codes can be derived from these cyclic codes. Let 24, 26, 28, 30, 32, 38, 44, 48, 50, 54, 64, 72, 78, 80, 82, 90, 94, 96, 98, 100, 104, 108, 110, 114, 116, 120 .
Construction of Optimal LCD codes with d=5
Consider the optimal LCD codes with d=5, we need cyclic codes with d=5. Like the discussion above, we first construct some cyclic codes.
The polynomial 84, 85, 91, 92, 94, 95, 97, 98, 99, 103, 104, 106, 107, 109, 110, 111, 112, 113 .
Construction of Optimal LCD codes with d=6
A similar method applied to cyclic code with d=6, we can obtain [n,n-9], [n,n-11], [n,n-13] and [n,n-15] LCD codes with d=6. In this subsection, we begin with a cyclic [17, 8, 6] 8, 6] and [18, 8, 6] code are optimal LCD codes according to [4] .
Let i=2, 4, deleting the last i columns and i rows of 8 In a similar way, we will use six cyclic codes with code length n=129 to construct optimal LCD [s,s-15,6] codes for odd s.
We give a table to show every optimal codes obtained from the six cyclic codes with different generator polynomials. According to Table 1 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the construction of binary LCD codes. Firstly, we have constructed some [ , ] n k LCD codes using traditional technique: puncturing, shortening and extending. We have investigated the character of some cyclic codes and from these cyclic codes, we derived several series of optimal LCD codes with d=4, 5, 6, respectively.
